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Welcome back to the season of big hits and sublime skill. Unfortunately due to a glitch in the system, 
there were no big hits today, however, our round ball men did display some sublime skills.  
 
In the first round of the season, all teams faced Holy Spirit College Lakemba and the Junior team 
kicked it off with a stellar performance. Despite not having played a game together as a team, the 
teamwork today was phenomenal, with great passing across the whole field, which was enjoyable to 
watch.  Our attack was consistently threatening, with excellent possession across the middle of the 
park from Kris Cavar, Antonio Mira, Connor Perez, Alex Trajanoski and Sebastian Cerecedo, who 
scored a brilliant goal. Paul Sfeir’s hard work on the right side kept the pressure on the opposition, 
providing some great crosses and assists. In left mid, Jackson Lake was strong and scored a fantastic 
goal, while Jamie Talevski impressed up front scoring three goals. There was a solid performance by 
our defenders, Hayden Battistel, Lucas Campisi, Damian Mircevski, Dylan Paskoski and Alex Peli, 
who all worked hard to prevent any pressure in our own half. Towards the end of the match we 
started to drop our game a little and the opposition started to look a little bit threatening, but our 
keeper, Josh Silk, was there to keep the slate clean. A solid effort all round for the boys, who are all 
very happy after a well-deserved 5-0 win. A special thanks also to assistant Max Simpson. Well done 
boys!! I look forward to seeing you continue to develop and perform next week. 
 
It was a hotly anticipated match-up in the Intermediate game and it didn’t disappoint. Fans were still 
queueing up for tickets just before kick-off, despite a wet field and a net that was put up sideways by 
Lakemba. The team was missing centre-back Joshua Bourke, while star midfielder Andre Stojanovski 
was limping on the sideline with an injury. Nevertheless, a star-studded team captained by Chris 
Lountzis took the field, raring to go. The game started in typical opening-game fashion, with players 
still learning their positions and finding their feet. Lakemba looked to threaten early, but were kept out 
through the sheer strength of Terry Lattuga and George Nicolas. Revesby were first to draw blood, 
when a flying Gabriel Kilazoglou headed a beautiful curling free kick from Mitchell Trajkovski into goal. 
The second goal didn't take long after a perfectly placed through ball from Lachlan "Ozil" Vella found 
Kimon Diomis, who fought off a defender to make it 2-0. A lapse in concentration allowed Lakemba to 
make it 2-1, which took us through to half-time. Our wing-play became more noticeable in the second 
half, with wing-backs Louis Gerasimou and Antonio Lattuga tearing up the flanks with their pace. 
Some hustling defence from Daniel Ton gave us a corner, which Kilazoglou aptly converted with a 
power header that would make any EPL goalie falter. Stojanovski was inserted on the wing and used 
his deft touches to set up a number of opportunities, which the boys were unlucky not to convert. 
Lakemba took the opportunity to pressure our keeper but Ethan Terpos came up with some excellent 
saves. Some rushing defence from Andrea Casella forced an error from Lakemba and a quick ball to 
Lountzis, who raced away to score our fourth goal. In the end, the boys took home a 4-1 victory, and 
will no doubt offer a real presence in this competition. Well done, lads! 
 
In the Senior game, Revesby also took Lakemba to the cleaners with an emphatic 5-0 in their first 
game of the season. Revesby started slowly and took some time to find their groove, which they did 
ten minutes in, scoring their first goal through Ante Abramovic. Then two quick goals followed, with a 
double to Ante and another to Adrian Talevski.  Half-time score 3-0 to Revesby. In the second half, 
Revesby scored two more goals through Christian Obeid and a hat trick to Ante. A good start to the 
competition for the team who next week face some tough opposition in St Mary’s Cathedral.   
 
In other sports news, congratulations to Aaron Yerbury who in the holidays represented NSW at the 
2016 School Sport Australia Championships in Hervey Bay QLD. Up against some of the toughest 
competition in the country, Aaron was the 5

th
 New South Welshman home, finishing in a very credible 

21
st
 position.   
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